
Take a good look: Tasco® binoculars & telescopes.

Wide-angle viewing and futuristic design
Compact and convenient, EyeMax binoculars are ideal for any event. Available in 7x or
9x magnification, they provide a wide 602 -ft. or 419 -ft. field of view, respectively.
Rubicon ruby -coated 26mm objective lenses, fully coated optics, high -accuracy prisms
and mirrors deliver crisp viewing. Each includes neck strap, pop-up eyecups and
handstrap. 7x 26mm. RSU 12251773 99.99
9x 26mm. RSU 12251849 119.99

Compact zoom binoculars for hiking, travel, more
191 RBZ. Zoom from 7x to 15x magnification. 25mm objective lenses and coated
optics ensure bright, clear images and provide a 248 -ft. field of view at 1,000 yards.
Rubber fold -down eyecups for eyeglasses. Case, strap and lens cloth included.
RSU 12333233 79.99

IS

Infrared night vision binoculars
BN-5. Large lenses, high -quality image intensifier tubes
and wide 26° field of view to bring you bright, detailed
images. Shock and weather -resistant. Built-in infrared
illuminator, rubberized body, 2.4x magnification and
auto -shutoff to conserve batteries. 6/ x8x2%". 3 lbs.
Requires 2 "AA" batteries.
RSU 12250189 499.99

All-purpose binoculars with protective skin suits
Patent -pending skin suit adds protection and water resistance. Lightweight ar
durable, Basix binoculars are made of fiberglass -reinforced ABS. Coated optics ar
Rubicon- ruby -coated objective lenses enhance the viewing power.
8x3Omm. RSU 12251740 49.9
12x 50mm. RSU 12251757 69.9
20x 50mm. RSU 12251765 69.9

11%tascolo
Futura 10x -30x and 12x -60x zoom binoculars
Big 50mm Rubicon ruby -coated objective lenses provide superior light gathering. Th
result is brilliant, crisp daylight viewing -these binoculars are particularly well suited fc
use over water or snow or other bright light conditions. Zoom smoothly from 10x-30:
or 12x -60x to capture small details at long distances. Rubber -armored nonslii
exterior. Futura 10x -30x 50mm. RSU 11644630 199.9!
Futura 12x -60x 50mm. RSU 12078358 199.9!

Affordable night vision scope
Stargate M. Patented, lever -activated power supply.
Ideal for activities when you can't depend on batteries.
Included powerful infrared illuminator allows observation
in complete darkness. Fast lens and terrific image
intensifier for a sharp image. 2x magnification. 20° field of
view. Includes cap/case. 61 x8{x2i/". Weighs just 16.5
ounces. RSU 12333142 159.99

Tasco Novice® 60
starter telescope
Novice 60. Brings the moon, Jupiter,
Saturn, bright objects in deep space
into clear view with its maximum
magnification of 402x. This 60mm
refractor -type telescope is easy to use, an
excellent choice for budding astronomers
of all ages. High -quality glass optics,
smooth rack-and-pinion focusing and
precision altazimuth mount, and rugged
aluminum tripod with accessory tray.
Moon and space maps included.
RSU 12252003 99.99

tasca

Easy to use telescopes

NEWCON

Waterproof
night vision
monocular
Phantom 20. Lightweigh
monocular is ideal fo
outdoor use and is

designed to see in unde
the darkest conditions. Includes camera and videc
adapters. Built-in illuminator. 2.3x magnification and 16'
field of view. 28 oz. Requires 3V lithium CR2 batteries.
RSU 12333159 199.99
Phantom 150. Utilizing an advanced 2+ Generatior
intensifier. RSU 12251633 1399.99
I/R75. Infrared illuminator improves the performance o
any night vision 3 to 10 times.
RSU 12333167 159.99

Ideal for enthusiastic beginners
Luminova°. Both of these feature -loaded refractor
telescopes are ideal for stargazing. Each includes an image
erector eyepiece to present terrestrial views right side up.
Slow motion controls, precision mounts and quality 1 /"
eyepieces for impressive value. Each also includes sturdy
aluminum tripod with accessory tray, space map, helpful
computer software.
Tele-800 x 60mm. Altazimuth mount.
RSU 12252052 119.99
Tele-900 x 60mm. Equatorial mount.
RSU 12252078 179.99

AA

AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: ordering at our stores from RadioShack Unlimited
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


